
 



The Lazy Income  

Methods Ebook 



How to Get Paid $300 to 

$7500 per Month 

For Very Little Work… 

You would have probably searched on google how to earn 10 

dollars per day online but have never found the exact methods 

that can be used for the same. With this ebook we will share the 

easy ways to earn at least 10 dollars per day and upto $100 a day.  

There are both fast and slow methods that pay you from $10 per 

day, $100 per day, $200 per day or even $500 dollar per day.  But 

for a higher amount payout you need to put in a lot of capital and 

time before seeing the results. With less budget and these 

methods you can start the easy passive income you were looking 

for. These payouts will be linear growth instead of exponential 

growth. 

So let's start learning and implementing these methods… 



Website # 1 - Honeygain.com  

Income from the website - $55  

Rent out your unused internet connection. It sounds bizarre but you 

can actually get paid for your unused internet bandwidth. Introducing 

Honeygain - They buy bits of unused data and internet resources for 

their Content Delivery service for the partners Fortune 500 companies 

that they work with. When you enrol under the service your computer 

becomes part of a larger "hive of computers" and internet connection 

that helps power the network.  

On installing the app on 2 devices and allocating about 5 GB/ day, 

Honeygain pays the average user $55 per month.If you are on the 

internet plan of unlimited data from your network provider, for sure 

you’ll have some extra bandwidth to donate.  

For every new user on the website gets a free $5 gift when they 

register online. Honeygain ensures that your internet traffic is only 

used by trusted partners, and the app never asks for or gains access to 

the storage of your device. 

Check out their website to learn more.   

https://www.honeygain.com
https://www.honeygain.com
https://www.honeygain.com


Get Paid $500 to $2000 from Various 

Crypto Websites… 

Companies like Coinbase, Binance, Crypto, Nexo give you bonuses 

immediately by fulfilling the requirements. Few companies give 

the payout in a week's time and some take upto 30 days to credit 

the amount. As you narrow down your search for the best crypto 

bonus offers, don’t forget to take the platform itself into account. 

In other words, a company that offers a smaller bonus might still 

be the best option if it supports more currencies, charges lower 

fees, or offers a better user experience.  

Let’s take a closer look at the best crypto bonus offers on the 

market today. 



Website # 2 - Kucoin.com  

Income from website - $500  

With a Kucoin account you can earn upto $500 on opening your 

account on the platform. You would need to complete KYC before 

you make your first deposit.  

KuCoin's trading fees are the lowest as compared to other crypto 

exchanges in the market.  

The website does not charge you any monthly fees and withdrawal 

fees are almost the same as other exchanges in the market. 

KuCoin has a market share of 1 in 4 crypto holders worldwide 

using their service.  

The big advantage to such a strong customer base is that it adds 

liquidity to the market, you're more likely to be able to make the 

trades you want because there are more people trading.  

Kucoin has a broad range of crypto currencies as compared to 

other exchanges or brokerages. If you want to explore less popular 

coins then Kucoin is the exchange for you.  

It also has a Spotlight section that promotes new currencies so 

people can get in early. Just be aware that new or lesser-known 

coins carry more risk than mainstream ones. 

Click here to create your Kucoin account 

https://www.kucoin.com
https://www.kucoin.com


Website # 3 - BlockFi.com  

Income from website - $250  

With a BlockFi wallet you can tap into a sizable bonus. For you to 

get a good payout you would need to maintain an account balance 

of minimum $100 for at least two and a half months. Payouts are 

made on the 15th of each month. So if you have opened your 

account in July, you would receive your bonus on October 15th. 

BlockFi provides a tiered bonus system based on the account 

balance you maintain. Here’s the breakdown: 

Click here to create your BlockFi account  

Website # 4 - Tradestation.com 

Income from website - $150  

Balance Maintained Payout In BTC

$100-$1,499 $15

$1,500 - $19,999 $20

$20,000 - $39,999 $40

$40,000 - $74,999 $75

$75,000 - $99,999 $150

$100,000+ $250

https://blockfi.com
https://blockfi.com
https://www.tradestation.com


TradeStation is a full service brokerage firm that also supports 

crypto trading. They are a new entry in the crypto space and are 

offering awesome bonuses to get you started.  

TradeStation has two bonus offers: 

● A $10 bonus for new users who sign up and get their 

accounts approved. 

● A $150 BTC bonus if you open an account, deposit $500 in 

BTC (or buy $500 in BTC), and maintain that amount for 

two months. 

Click here to create your TradeStation account  

 

Website # 5 - Nexo.io 

Income from website - $100  

https://www.tradestation.com
https://www.tradestation.com
https://nexo.io


Nexo has headquarters in Switzerland which makes it less 

vulnerable to regulatory changes by the US government on crypto 

lending platforms. Nexo is a unique lending platform that allows 

you to earn interest on your cryptocurrency investments. Nexo is 

currently offering a welcome promotion of $100 in BTC when you 

open a new account, complete advanced verification, and deposit 

at least $1,000 in supported assets onto the platform.You must 

maintain the balance on Nexo for at least 30 days. 

Platforms allow you to get a loan based on the cryptocurrency 

amount in your account without selling coins and buying them 

back. Interest rates for loans begin at 5.90% APR.  

The crypto savings account on Nexo Platforms offers a high yield 

for investors for long term investment.  

The crypto savings account in Nexo charges users very minimal 

fees. It doesn't charge any type of account maintenance fees and 

you are free to withdraw your cryptocurrency any time without 

paying any penalty fees. 

Click here to create your Nexo account 

Website # 6 - Coinbase.com 

https://nexo.io
https://www.coinbase.com


Income from website - $5 

Coinbase is one of the most popular cryptocurrency exchanges 

available today that makes it easy to buy, sell, and exchange 

cryptocurrency. The company offers useful features and the ability 

to buy a large number of cryptocurrencies. 

Crypto trading beginners prefer Coinbase as it's really easy and 

simple to buy and sell crypto. 

Not only is Coinbase a secure cryptocurrency exchange that's 

based in the U.S., but it also offers new users a $5 bonus. Once 

you sign up for an account, Coinbase will give you $5 in free 

Bitcoin* after you place your first trade. 

The main Coinbase website and mobile app are very easy to use 

and allow users to sell, buy and exchange crypto currencies 

quickly. Coinbase currently supports over 100 currencies for 

trading, and the number grows regularly.  Any user can switch to 

Coinbase Pro, an active trading platform with more features and 

low fees. 

Coinbase is not forthcoming with its pricing and fees and recently 

removed its full fee schedule from the Coinbase online help 

section. However, costs are shown on the trade screen when 

entering a trade, so you know what you’re paying before you 

enter a trade. 



Click here to create your Coinbase account  

 

Sharing below the latest Promo codes offered by these companies 

Crypto Exchange Bonus Referral Code

Binance $100 in Cashback 49241604 or 

referral link

Bitstamp $20 in Cash Only requires 

referral link

https://www.coinbase.com


Please note the crypto currency market is unregulated, be careful 

before making investments. Would recommend doing a deep 

search on the companies before trusting any platform.  

Get Paid $30 to $1000 from Various 

Money Making Apps…  

About 40% of U.S. workers are making their money from the gig 

economy. Money-making apps have played an important role in 

breaking down barriers that once kept people inside the office 

from 9 to 5. 

Through these free applications, you can bring in cash to take 

care of your loan, supplement income, fund a leisure activity, and 

Coinbase $10 in BTC Only requires 

referral link

Crypto.com $10 – $50 in CRO cro10 or referral 

link

Huobi $150 USD Only requires 

referral link

Nexo $100 in Bitcoin On signup

Gemini $10 in Bitcoin On referral 



even support yourself full time. These money making apps require 

a simple sign up process to receive fast and easy payment by 

doing work in your free time. The small tasks does not require 

much knowledge and expertise.They pay you for  

● Testing apps 

● Taking surveys 

● Testing websites  

● Playing games 

● Watching videos 

● Clicking buttons 

● Answering questions 

Once you have received the payment on the platform it takes 10 - 

15 Minutes to transfer the money to your account.  

Top apps in the market for easy $10 incomes are -  

Website # 7 - Freecash.com 

Income from website - $1000 

Freecash previously known as Freeskin.com offers you to earn 

money, free skins and cryptocurrencies by completing various 

online micro tasks. The website pays you for taking surveys and 

completing various offers.  

https://freecash.com


At the start, the website mostly catered to games and offered 

ways to earn free skins. Hence the earlier name of the website 

Freeskins.com. Later the website rebranded offering different 

opportunities and not limited to free skins. Now Free Cash offers a 

lot of ways you can earn and get rewarded no matter who you are 

and how you prefer getting paid. 

For you to earn the maximum from the website you have to under 

the correct options you should opt for. Let’s take a closer look at 

the earning opportunities it offers. 

1. Paid Offers  

The best way to earn the most on Free cash websites is trying for 

their paid offers. All the paid offers are shown on their wall 

section. You can find these offers in the offer wall section. 

 

If this is the first time you have come across paid offerwalls then 

to give a better picture it means in-site advertising platforms that 

promote certain websites and apps through paid offers. 

These paid offers would have following tasks for to take up and 

complete -  



● Complete Survey 

● Answer a Quiz 

● Play a mobile game  

● Sign up for a website  

● Download a mobile app  

For every paid offer on Freecash offer wall you will be shown how 

many coins will you earn on completing the task. That way you 

can prioritise which offer to complete first. Every offer shows you 

detailed instructions and steps to complete the offer. You can see 

this by clicking on the offer.  

Always make sure that you have taken note of the instructions 

provided. Missing out on any of the single steps would stop you 

from completing the offer. 

The best part about the offerwalls is that, they pay you decent 

rewards for completing the paid offers 

Sometimes they have paid offers that will get you a 50% bonus but 

only for a limited amount of time. So keep an eye out for these 

offers to really maximise your earnings. 

We found this feature on Freecash that we have not seen on other 

money making websites  - At the very top of the dashboard, they 

have a section called featured offers. 

This is a section that displays the highest-paying tasks completed 

by other Freecash users in your country. 



This makes it a lot easier to find the offers and surveys you have 

the highest chances of completing and earning from.  

2. Paid surveys 

Another option to earn cash from Freecash is by completing their 

paid surveys. Similarly to their paid offers, the paid surveys are 

offered from other platforms.  

 

Paid surveys work almost like offerwalls, the only difference is 

instead of paid offers, you will be given access to different 

surveys. 

To complete a survey you have to first complete your profile. This 

is done to evaluate which surveys they will send your way. 

After answering all their profile questions you will have visibility 

of the different surveys that are available for you to complete. 

For every survey you will be able to see how much time it will 

take to complete and the rewards associated for every survey 

completion. So if you are strapped for time, you can simply 

choose the surveys that don’t take long to complete. 



Before you can start on completing a survey you would need to 

answer a set of qualifying questions. This is done to determine if 

you belong to the demographic the survey is intended for. If you 

qualify, you get to answer the actual survey. If you don't meet the 

requirements of the survey, you just have to move to the next 

available survey.  

Best part about their survey is, the more surveys you  complete 

the more higher paying surveys will be offered to you to 

complete. So to boost your profile, take up answering as many 

surveys as you can. 

One important note with this opportunity is, some survey routers 

will only be accessible once if you have earned a certain number 

of coins. 

Do remember that like other survey websites you will not qualify 

for all the surveys and that's normal. Don't let that discourage you 

from reaching your earning goals.  

Just keep going and then you will find available ones and then 

they usually give quite good rewards. 

3. Referral program 

Another easy way to earn from the frecash platform is by inviting 

other people to join their site. All you have to do is share your 

referral link with family and friends. Once they join the platform 

they become your referral.  



Once they start using the platform to earn for themselves, for 

every job they complete you will receive a 5% commission of 

whatever they will earn on the site. 

Every referral will receive 100 coins as bonus for using you 

referral link to join the platform. So it profits both you and your 

referral.  

4. Leaderboard contests 

Another sweet way for you to earn extra on the Freecash website 

is to be active on the website.  

They have both monthly and daily leaderboard contests. They 

gives way free coins to top people on the leaderboard

You will receive bonus rewards for being one of their top earners. 

Few of the rewards are very high and they give away thousands of 

dollars.  



5. Freecash promo codes 

Keep an eye out on social media platforms, they regularly publish 

promo codes which get you extra free points for your account.  

You can find Freecash promo codes on their social media channels. 

You just need to be aware that these codes can usually only be 

used by a limited number of people, so you need to be fast to get 

the points. Freecash publishes different codes on Facebook, 

Twitter, and Instagram, so it can be worth keeping an eye on all 

three channels for a chance to get these free points. 

Click here to check out Freecash 

Website # 8 - Cointiply.com 

Income from website - $30-100 per day 

Cointiply is a rewards platform for consumers. It offers a platform 

where users can earn free Bitcoin by completing multiple offers & 

surveys, watch videos, and play games. It enables users to 

withdraw earned coins to the Bitcoin wallet or DogeCoin wallet. It 

features solutions to provide loyalty bonus, coin multiplication 

game, payment, referral bonuses. On their website you can check 

their members have earned 12 million dollars in Bitcoins till now.  

So how to earn Bitcoin on Cointply  

1. Roll the Faucet - This is the easiest way to earn Bitcoin on 

Cointply platform. All you need to do is login to your 

https://freecash.com
https://cointiply.com


Cointply account , Click on the "Roll and Win" button and 

complete the captcha. You will earn a fixed number of coins 

depending on the number. Below are the range of numbers 

rolled and corresponding points earned -  

○ Roll 1 to 69,999 - You earn 10 coins. 

○ Roll 70,000 to 89,999 - You earn 14 coins. 

○ Roll 90,000 to 96,999 - You earn 23 coins. 

○ Roll 97,000 to 98,999 - You earn 45 coins. 

○ Roll 99,000 to 99,998- You earn 110 coins. 

○ Roll 99,999 and you hit the jackpot.  

○ On getting any prime numbers you will get extra 17 coins 

2. Redeems Promo Codes - For this one you need to follow 

Cointiply on Twitter. Every now and then they release promo 

codes. But be very quick to redeem the code as they 99 free 

coins only to their first 13,999 users.  
3. Completed Daily Surveys - Cointply on average pays $1 - $5 per 

completed online survey. You can participate in surveys for 

products and services. Like other websites on the same concept, 

the more surveys you complete, they will recommend surveys 

that match your profile.  

But the best part about Cointply is that they pay you coins even 

for your time if you’re disqualified from a survey. No other 

website does that. 

4. Play games - You can select from the variety of games available 

on the Cointply website and start playing them. As soon you 

activity bar fills up you are rewarded 10 coins.  



5. Watch Videos - Select a video that you would like to watch and 

coins will be credited to your account.  
6. Install Mobile Apps - You can also install free mobile apps and sign 

up for offers to earn Coins. Higher paying offers may take longer 

time to complete. 

7. Earn Interest on your Coin - If you reach a goal of 35,000 coins 

then Cointiply gives you the option to leave coins on the platform 

and earn 5% fixed interest in return. Interest is paid out every 

month 

Click here to check out Cointiply  

Website # 9 - Swagbucks.com 

Income from website - $30-100 per day 

The Swagbucks website has more than 20 million users, who get 

paid in SB points for completing tasks like taking surveys, playing 

games, watching videos and searching. These SB points can be 

converted in cash paid through paypal or gift cards. The gift cards 

they offer are from renowned businesses like Tesco, Amazon, Olive 

Garden, Starbucks, and Target.  

When you sign up on the website you earn a welcome bonus of $5 

just for joining.  

Swagbucks was founded in 2005 and headquartered in El Segundo, 

California. Till May 2022 they have paid out $722,700,000 in cash 

and free gift cards. 

https://cointiply.com
https://cointiply.com
https://www.swagbucks.com


Swagbucks has its own mobile app, so if you are waiting in line 

somewhere and have free time, you can use the mobile app to 

earn cash. You will need to make sure you have spare 20 minutes 

to complete the activity.  

Taking Survey 

Swagbucks has an aggregation of other websites in the survey 

section.  This gives them an advantage over other competitors 

because of the volume of surveys available on their website.  

Because of the extensive profile survey offered by Swagbucks they 

claim to help the client websites find better matches for the 

demographics they are looking for. 

It's easy to take surveys on the website but making a lot of cash 

from them is hard if you don't optimise. To earn maximum from 

the surveys, you need to select those surveys which need less time 

investment. Swagbucks makes that easy for you by letting you sort 

surveys and find the ones that give best value. I would suggest 

setting up separate email addresses for survey website offers, so 

that you don't clog your personal email address and stay safe from 

spammy websites .  

Watching Video 

You can multitask with Watching Video tasks on the Swagbucks 

website. You can play the video in the background and take 

surveys in another window. This lets you earn points in 2 different 

ways at the same time.  



Searching Swagbucks Extension 

To earn through this you would need to install the Swagbucks button as an 

extension on your browser. For every search you do on the Swagbucks 

browser button you receive SB Points. If you are spending money on a 

specific retailer you would earn SB points for it. This is where the 

Swagbucks button comes in. 

Click here to check out Swagbucks  

Get Paid $1000 to $7500 from Various 

Freelance Websites… 

 Third way to earn ten dollars relatively fast is doing freelance 

gigs on websites -  

● Fiverr 

● Upwork 

● Freelancer 

● Guru.com  

These websites combined have paid millions to people for their 

uses. 

Top easy jobs that you can pick up on these websites for your first 

10$ are  



● Proofreading 

● Voice overs 

● Video creation 

● Video editing 

● Research on a topic 

● Logo creation 

● Translation 

● Web search,  

● Financial modelling  

● Legal 

● Illustration 

● Social Media Marketing  

● Writing Emails 

● Data Entry 

If you are a beginner it will take a bit longer to get the required 

experience to get paid quickly. Once your profile has been there 

for a longer duration you will start getting paid more and quickly.  



Website # 10 - Fiverr.com 

Income from website - $100 - $3000 

Fiverr is the most popular and best marketplace to start out your 

extra revenue project while you work on your big idea. This is the 

perfect place for anyone to start who does not have enough cash 

to invest. The website lets you sell any service for a beginning 

price of $5.  

What is a Fiverr Gig? A gig is your personal page of Fiverr where 

you showcase the type of services and products you can provide.  

Joining the Fiverr website as a seller is pretty straightforward and 

simple. It takes only 5 minutes to set up your profile and first gig.  

To sign up for a free account you can use your email address or 

facebook account. Do make sure you are creating a seller account. 

You need to complete 65% of your profile in order to start offering 

your digital services. Once submitted, depending on the services 

https://www.fiverr.com


you provide there might be a skills test before they approve your 

profile. 

On the Fiverr website you would be amazed to see the types of 

Gigs available. All you need is be expert on a skill and you can be 

top seller on the website  

Don't think of this platform as just earning $5 for your services. If 

you mix different services as add-ons you will earn a decent 

amount of money. Plus you have the flexibility of working from 

anywhere and anytime.  

Fiverr has a very good payment system which allows you to easily 

withdraw payments without waiting.  

6 Most Profitable Gigs on Fiverr  

Below we will be sharing the most profitable gigs you can apply 

for on Fiverr and requires less expertise -  

● Editing and Proof reading -  

If you are really good at spotting errors in punctuation, grammar 

and spelling then this gig is for you. With the growing demand of 

digitization many people are looking for proofreaders to make 

their books, blogs, articles error free.  

On Fiverr earning from proofreading gigs usually range from $33 - 

$100 for every 10,000 words.  

● Design Book Covers 



If you are someone who excels at graphic designing then this gig is 

for you. Book cover designing sells on Fiverr at a very good price.  

Even if you are not expert at designing there are a lot of websites 

that have ebook cover templates that you can edit and sell to 

customers on Fiverr.  

If you plan to do it all by yourself you would need to learn 

photoshop to create and edit your designs.  

On Fiverr earning form Book cover design can easily get you 

around $100 to $250 for one book cover.  

● Logo Designing 

Logo designing is a high demand service on Fiverr. There are a lot 

of new or existing companies that reach out on Fiverr to design a 

new attractive logo or update the existing logo.  

Designing a logo does not require a huge skill set, all you need is 

skill to make a unique and creative logo. Learning logo design is 

really easy and can be excelled at in very short duration.  

On Fiverr, earning from Logo design can easily get you around $75 

- $100 for one logo.  

● Virtual Assistant 

Virtual assistant jobs span from research, data entry, creating 

emails, teaching lessons, virtual computer repair, content writing, 

taking care of everyday expenses, even planning a trip. It's one of 



the best ways to earn money when you are travelling anywhere in 

the world. You just complete the micro tasks and keep the money 

for yourself.   

On Fiverr, earning from Virtual assistant will get you anywhere 

between $ 25 - $100 for 5 - 6 hours of work.  

● Creating Video 

This is another category of high demand and high pay gigs on 

Fiverr. If you are good at speaking and have the love of creating 

the videos this is the perfect job for you. All you would need to do 

is read the script share by customer and create compelling video  

On Fiverr, earning from creating video gig will get you around 

$100 - $200 for one video  

● Viral Promoter 

If you have a huge number of followers on Instagram, Twitter, You 

tube or Facebook then you can use these platforms to promote 

other people's ebooks, products and services. All you would need 

is to create a viral video promoting the product  

On Fiverr, earning from creating viral video gig will get you around 

$20 - $200 for one video  





Website # 11 - Upwork.com 

Income from website - $100 - $100,000 

Two major online freelance platforms, Elance and ODesk merged 

in 2015 and rebranded as Upwork. On Upwork at any given time 

you will have loads of opportunities in a variety of fields. From 

the previous free model, Upwork now charges 5% fees on every 

payment that you will be receiving from your client. For example 

if the client had paid you $2000 for a project, the platform 

charges you $100 as fees.  

Most profitable skills on Upwork -  

Programming And Software Development  

Programming is the most lucrative skill on Upwork. Software 

development, especially mobile app development, pays the 

highest on Upwork platform. Software skills pays you from starting 

$20/hour upto $200/hour. If you want to make so much income 

then start learning coding and with completed projects you will 

eventually be able to earn a good pay as a main income source.  

On Upwork, earning from software development skill will get you 

around $1000 - $10000 for one completed project.  

https://www.upwork.com


Social Media Marketing  

Social Media Marketing skills are in high demand and ranked fourth 

on Upwork as the fastest growing skill list. With the rise in video 

content marketing this skill will keep you relevant for many years 

to come. If you are excellent at creating video content, SEO 

optimization of video, this skill will fetch you good income  

On Upwork, earning from Video Marketing skills will get you 

around $15 - $150 for one project.  



Get Paid $30 to $1000 from Various 

Online Tutoring Websites…  

Online tutoring is not only a side hustle anymore. Many people are 

choosing this as their main career. If you’re knowledgeable and 

confident enough to teach others from a remote location, this is 

the right career choice. If you are an experienced tutor or just 

starting out, from the websites listed below you will be able to 

find a job that fits your expertise. The top searched Tutors are for 

test preparation and language learning. Virtual Tutoring jobs are 

for both groups and one to one work tutoring like traditional 

tutoring but they give you flexible hours.  

The payment for online tutoring jobs have hourly rates starting for 

$14 to $100 per hour, depending on your level of expertise and 

demand for the subject. Few language platforms offer learning of 

languages that's not taught by many, this would give an advantage 

of earning more on selecting these languages.  

Below is the list of top paying websites I found for online 

tutoring.. 

There are multiple platforms that let you tutor for a variety of 

subjects.  



Website # 12 -Home.Brainfuse.com 

Income from website - $100 - $3000 

Brainfuse is based out of New York and was founded in the year 

1999. The Brainfuse platform offers jobs for tutors in a variety of 

subjects, including ones geared toward advanced and college 

students, but it also expects the best from its tutors. You need to 

have a masters degree for the field you want to tutor.  

To apply for a Tutor position you would first need to submit your 

resume in PDF format. Once they have gone through your resume 

they will send you an email for further discussion. After that you 

will be required to take the Brainfuse Tutor quiz. If you are 

applying for multiple subjects, then you would need to take the 

quiz on all the subjects. Needless to say you need to clear the 

quiz to proceed for training on the platform. Don't worry if you 

don't clear on the first try, the platform automatically resets to 

allow you to take the quiz again.  

The Brainfuse platform  has K-12 students as well as college 

students. There is a large number of college students who have 

detailed needs in their subjects. The site’s mission is to provide 

one-on-one tutoring customized to each student’s needs, with the 

understanding that every student (and every school they may be 

attending) has different abilities and standards. 

https://home.brainfuse.com


Another bonus: If you’re a little camera-shy or just don’t have the 

most reliable internet connection, Brainfuse’s tutoring can be 

done all on a "virtual whiteboard," meaning that you don’t have to 

stress about a webcam and microphone setup. 

Click here to apply for Brainfuse  

 

https://home.brainfuse.com


Website # 13 -Tutor.com 

Income from website - $100 - $2000 

If you are a beginner in the tutoring world but have expertise to 

share then Tutor.com is the correct option for you.  

The Tutor.com platform has a varied number of subjects that you 

can choose to teach, usual subjects being science, maths and 

writing. Specialty subjects that are in high demand - accounting, 

programming languages, art history are also available.  

For you to become a teacher at Tutor.com for sure you need 

experience but for tutoring most subjects you would need to have 

a bachelor's degree and take a subject matter expertise test. But 

this shouldn't stop you as if you are currently a college going 

student, you can get on tutoring lower level or more general 

subjects.  

Tutor platform is part of Princeton Review family making it a well 

known and reputable company. So even if the website is open to 

newer tutors, it still has a strong reputation behind it.  

https://www.tutor.com


New tutors looking to ease their way into the job may appreciate 

Tutor.com’s flexible hours: Tutors must commit to a minimum of 

five hours of availability per week.Allows to you 1-1 teach student 

for more than 250 subjects  

Click here to apply for Tutor.com  

 

https://www.tutor.com


Website # 14 -Skooli.com 

Income from website - CAD$ 2000 - CAD$ 3000 

Skooli has headquarters in Toronto, Canada and was founded in 

the year 2014. On average they pay their tutors CAD$ 19 - CAD$ 

25 which is equivalent to $15.  

Skooli offers a broad range of tutoring in subjects starting from 

elementary school up through college. But if you are much more 

comfortable in teaching language as a subject there are some 

great options.   

Skooli teaching software can be accessed via web browser or 

through their own mobile app. They have a dynamic online 

tutoring space which connects you to a student to help out in 

instant homework help and written assignment review. 

As you can see they pay the top dollar for per hour of tutoring 

they tend to hire the best in the field. You will be expected to 

complete an online form so that students can learn more about 

you before deciding to study from you.  

The Skooli tutoring interface has a video conferencing tool with a 

highly functional virtual whiteboard. 

Students can hear your voice, and see your face. You can draw or 

type on the board, converse back and forth with students via text 

message, and exchange files to send and receive assignments. 

https://www.skooli.com


Students can even rewind and replay sessions to review things 

they might've missed the first time. 

The interface appears to have enough functionality to facilitate a 

number of different teaching styles, and that's good since Skooli 

gives tutors plenty of leeway to approach the job in whatever way 

works best for each situation. 

The variety of language selections is the key to Skooli’s success. 

Where the majority of tutoring jobs for English-speaking tutors are 

geared toward teaching English to foreign students, Skooli also has 

options for tutors in other languages, namely, Spanish, French, 

and Chinese. ESL tutors are also welcome, but they’re not the 

only option. 

The company strongly prefers teachers with at least a bachelor’s 

degree in the field they’re interested in tutoring, a teaching 

licence, and/or a specialised or professional certification (like 

TESOL for ESL teachers, and so on). Prospective tutors go through 

"verification," which includes a background check. 

Click here to apply for Skooli.com 

 

https://www.skooli.com


Website # 15 -Preply.com 

Income from website - $ 1600 - $ 4600 

Preply platform pays on an average of $18 per hour, starting from 

as low as $10 per hour to high as $35 per hour. Platforms lets you 

teach language in 1-1 class or group class.  

Once a student connects with you, you arrange for a meeting 1-1 

for a language lesson. Lessons can be any between 30 and 60 

minutes in length.  

Preply platform takes 100% commission fee from the first lesson 

that you take for a new student, for subsequent lessons they 

charge you 18 - 30 % commissions. The more you stay with the 

platform and take classes, the less commission you pay.  

Preply has a short application process with no interviews. Best 

part about the platform is that you can withdraw your earnings 

quickly whenever you want. Platform gives you the comfort to 

teach from a mobile phone as well as from a tablet.  

Click here to apply for Preply.com 

 

https://preply.com
https://preply.com


Website # 16 -Prepnow.com 

Income from website - $ 1200 - $ 5000 

PrepNow is one site that focuses primarily on test prep tutoring, 

rather than offering it as one of many options. The company's 

three main subject areas are high school math, SAT prep, and ACT 

prep. It’s a very no-frills tutoring job with a straightforward setup. 

Approved tutors are matched with students looking for help in 

their area of expertise, who they will work with one-on-one on a 

regular basis—the same students every time, rather than just 

whoever is online at any given time. It’s pretty close to a 

traditional tutoring job for test prep, just online instead of in-

person. 

The same no-frills approach is present in the details of the job. 

Tutors are required to have at least two years of teaching and/or 

tutoring experience, as well as a minimum of a bachelor’s degree 

(though a teaching degree is not required). Although scheduling is 

flexible, every tutor must commit to at least six hours per week. 

Click here to apply for Prepnow.com 

 

Website # 17 -VIPKid.com 

http://www.prepnow.com
http://www.prepnow.com
https://www.vipkid.com/teach


Income from website - $ 1100 - $ 2800 

VIPKid is one of the biggest names in English tutoring for Chinese 

students and is an equally huge market for tutoring. 

Instructors are assigned to work with students in half-hour blocks 

("25 minutes of active teaching time), which are booked up for 

one-on-one work rather than group sessions. All you need is a 

bachelor’s degree (and not necessarily in education or English). 

However, it's important to note that the company does strongly 

prefer tutors who already have some teaching or tutoring 

experience. 

There’s no need for English-speaking tutors to worry about 

teaching kids who don’t share their first language: VIPKid’s 

tutoring is full-English immersion, so there’s no requirement to 

speak Chinese or any other language. 

It’s a straightforward job that minimises the stress on tutors: 

Lesson plans come pre-made, and tutors can have as many or as 

few hours as they want, at whatever times work for them. 

Click here to apply for VIPKid.com 

Website # 18 - Studypool.com 

https://www.vipkid.com/teach
https://www.studypool.com


Income from website - $ 2000 - $ 7500 

New tutors may appreciate the unusual setup of Studypool, which 

allows tutors who are early in their career to build some 

experience in a lower-pressure setting. 

Instead of being paired up for one-on-one tutoring or "class" 

sessions, tutors work with students on individual questions or 

assignments. Tutors can select questions, quote a price, and 

provide a turnaround time, and if the student accepts, the 

tutoring session begins. Rates can be higher than other sites since 

they’re set by the tutors, but the site does take a percentage of 

earnings. 

New tutors may need to be cautious when bidding on questions to 

ensure that students are actually seeking a tutor’s assistance, 

rather than trying to get someone to simply do the work for them. 

For tutors who are willing to pay attention, though, tutoring based 

on individual questions and assignments may work well as a low-

commitment, flexible way to get some experience. Being able to 

set your own prices—and see what rates students are willing to 

pay—is another bonus for tutors to learn and build their 

businesses. 

Click here to apply for Studypool.com 

Website # 19 - Tutorme.com  

Income from website - $ 1500 - $ 4000 

https://www.studypool.com
https://tutorme.com


The tutoring options at TutorMe include much more than just test 

prep, but for tutors who specialise in that field, the site is one of 

the best online platforms to find work. 

TutorMe has plenty of availability for tutors to work with high 

school students on the major standardised tests, the SAT and ACT, 

as well as the SAT II subject tests. It’s not just for high school 

tutors, though: The site offers tutoring for college and graduate 

entrance exams such as the MCAT, GRE, and LSAT. For experienced 

instructors looking for a more flexible schedule, you can’t go 

wrong here. 

Rates are very competitive, starting at about $16 per hour, with 

the potential for bonuses down the line. Becoming a tutor with 

the company is pretty straightforward, but does require some 

specific qualifications, including prior teaching or tutoring 

experience. 

All tutors must at least be enrolled at an accredited university, 

and those with at least a bachelor’s degree are preferred in the 

competitive application process. Tutors experienced in test prep 

who don’t want to work with in-person companies are likely to be 

a perfect fit. 

Click here to apply for Tutorme.com 

Website # 20 - Coach.me 

Income from website - $ 500 - $ 2000 

https://tutorme.com
https://www.coach.me


Coachme platform allows one to become a coach for various 

expertise like diet, fitness, life, productivity, relationship and 

habit coaching. The platform supports  two types of coaching 

services: traditional session based coaching and daily habit 

coaching.  

They run coach-specific marketing training to help refine coach 

pitch and grow their audience. They have a monthly marketing 

challenge.  

If you are a coach on the platform you find a really good network 

of supportive coaches who will even help you on how to succeed 

at social media marketing  

Click here to apply for Coach.me 

 

https://www.coach.me
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